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Reflections – 2013
AEU Assembly

Sun d ay Platforms

10:30 a.m.
(details on pages 4–5)
Sep t ember 1

by Hugh Taft-Morales, BES Leader

D

ue to unexpected but now resolved family
health issues, I missed our Sunday July 7
discussion of the hugely successful 2013
American Ethical Union (AEU) Assembly held in June
at George Mason University. 150 people registered,
marking the best attendance in seven years. Members
conducted AEU business, including electing its Board
of Trustees and approving its budget; attended a diverse collection of workshops;
and networked. Assembly evaluations indicate very positive experiences, and I,
personally, left inspired to continue our important work.
I thank everyone from BES who volunteered to help with tasks large and small
such as offering workshops, ushering, and driving people to the Metro. With apologies for inevitably leaving some out (my head hasn’t recovered from all the details
surrounding the Assembly), let me specifically thank Emil Volcheck, Kate LaClair,
Gordon Stills, Stephen Meskin, Chris Yonushonis, Lisa Alderson, and Karen Elliott.
All of you—along with my fellow Leaders, the AEU Board, and particularly the AEU
staff—made the 98th Annual Assembly a great show!
Candidly, though, my 70-hour workweek was exhausting. Besides hosting the
Assembly, I attended the National Leaders Council (NLC) the two days prior to the
Assembly. Three times yearly Leaders meet to foster collegial support, engage in
continuing education, and conduct NLC business. Following that a pre-conference
Advocacy Day hosted by the Secular Coalition for America (SCA) succeeded greatly
due to Emil’s organizational initiative and enthusiasm. About 25 people spent the
morning being trained in lobbying techniques and in the afternoon journeyed to
Capitol Hill, where we met with Senate staffers to advocate for science education
and against school vouchers and LGBTQ discrimination.
For me the Assembly really began when Emily Newman, Kate LaClair, and I successfully got attendees “mixing it up” during an icebreaker. Members shared “odds
and ends” about their Ethical Culture experience. The jovial, loud conversation
among those members was a testament to their eagerness to get to know one an(continued on page 6)
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Report on the
SCA Advocacy Day
by Emil Volcheck, BES President

I

share Hugh’s enthusiasm over the success of the
98th Assembly of the American Ethical Union.
BES participation reached a record high, and I’d

like to recognize all the members who registered: Lisa
Alderson, Fred Compton, Bob Corbett, Karen Elliott,
Kate LaClair, Stephen Meskin, Ron and Carol Solomon,
Kathleen Wilsbach, and, of course, Hugh, who worked hard on the planning of the
Assembly, as well as long hours during the event. There is too much to tell about
the Assembly for one column, so I will focus on one aspect: the Secular Coalition for
America (SCA) Advocacy Day. If you missed the team presentation on the Assembly

Officers & executive
b o a r d mem b e r s

by Kate, Kathleen, Stephen and myself, visit http://ur1.ca/f1s8c to view slides and

President........................ Emil Volcheck
Vice President...........Kathryn Sloboda
Treasurer.................... Stephen Meskin
Secretary......................... Lisa Alderson
Fred Compton
Ken Brenneman
Ben Busby
Paul Furth
Karen Helm

listen to audio of invited speakers and the “Tips from the Trenches” workshop.
The Advocacy Day, hosted by the SCA and held the day before the Assembly,
brought Ethicals attending the Assembly together with humanists from the Greater
DC area to lobby for secular values in the Senate. We selected three issues to advocate: fighting LGBTQ discrimination, promoting science education, and opposing the funding of religious schools through school vouchers. This is the first such
event that the AEU and SCA have jointly sponsored, and it was a success. I’d like to
thank BES members Ron and Carol, Kathleen, Ben Busby, and Lucas McCahill for
their participation. I’d like to give special thanks to Hugh for working with the SCA
to organize the event. I’d also like to give a shout out to Ben for leading the team
that met with Senator Cardin’s staff that afternoon to discuss science education and
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school vouchers.
The highlight of the day for me was meeting with the staff of Senator Mark Kirk
(R-IL), one of four key sponsors of the Employment Nondiscrimination Act (ENDA)
that prohibits discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity in employment. Leading the team was Stephen Julstrom, President of the Ethical Humanist Society of Chicago and a constituent of Sen. Kirk. Lucas spoke next,
representing the American Humanist Association’s national-level LGBTQ Humanist
Council as well as its Baltimore chapter. Lucas shared the personal perspective of
the groups and—as someone who would benefit from ENDA—cautioned that the
current draft would fail to protect many due to its broad religious exemptions that
would allow church-owned hospitals, schools and universities to continue to discriminate against employees, even those performing no religious or ministerial function. Hugh and I also spoke to represent BES support for LGBTQ rights.
Our team credibly represented our concerns because we brought together representatives from complementary sectors: Illinois Ethical Humanists, a national-level
LGBTQ Humanist organization, and an allied ethical society that symbolized support
from across the Ethical Movement. The staff members were frank in their view that
the Senator would not reopen the religious exemption clause for discussion. How(continued on page 7)
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Baltimore Book Festival
September 27–29

Newcomers Meeting
Sunday, September 29, 12:30 p.m.

Sun d ay s na ck
Sched ule

All are invited to bring snacks for
our coffee hour following platform.
Snacks are especially welcome from
those whose last names start with:
A to F
G to L
M to R
S to Z

Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Sept. 22
Sept. 29

All snacks are welcomed but
especially the inventive and healthy.
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sunday platform programs
September 1

tims with its broader mission being to free Baltimore City and

“The Challenge of
Leading an Ethical Life”

County from all forms of abuse. The majority of her work involves community outreach projects and presentations that
spread awareness regarding issues of abuse, facilitation of

Angad Singh

teen and adult healthy relationship groups as well as victim

Entrepreneur and BES member

Angad Singh, who recently joined BES, will share a personal perspective on his experiences attempting to lead an
ethical life.
Note: This is the final Summer Sunday talk of 2013, since we officially
decided to start the new season after Labor Day weekend.

advocacy. More information about TurnAround, Inc. is on the
web at http://turnaroundinc.org.
September 15

“Women, Unions,
and Radical Change”
Hugh Taft-Morales
BES Leader

Labor Day Picnic

If it’s true that “women hold up half the sky,” then why are

Sunday, September 1, 12:00–4:00 p.m.
Dianne and Stuart Hirsch are again welcoming us to
a picnic at their lovely home in Reisterstown. Please
contribute a dish if you can. After the morning program, we will organize carpools that will leave from
BES. Directions for those not carpooling are available
on request.

they still paid only 77% of what men are paid for the same
work? Why is this so half a century after President Kennedy
signed the Equal Pay Act? And why are women working 9
to 5 still burdened with a disproportionate share of family
duties? Answers to these questions help explain the fact that
women have often been at the forefront of organized labor’s
most radical manifestation. Come explore the role of women
in the labor movement from the textile strikes of the early 19th
century through Elizabeth Gurley Flynn’s broad and radical

September 8

agenda to the intersection of feminism and labor today.

“The Community Response to
Intimate Partner Violence”

Hugh Taft-Morales joined the Baltimore Ethical Society
as its professional leader in 2010, the same year he was cer-

Angeles Evans

tified by the American Ethical Union as an Ethical Culture

Community Educator, TurnAround, Inc.

Our first platform address of the fall season will be presented by Ms. Angeles Evans of TurnAround, Inc., a private,

Leader. He also serves as Leader of the Ethical Humanist
Society of Philadelphia.

non-profit organization which BES supported last winter with

September 22

our canned food and clothing drives. Ms. Evans will cover the

“Moments Creating a Hispanic
Humanist—A Typical Story that Isn’t”

various forms of abuse involved in intimate partner violence.
She will offer quizzes that create conversations about intimate
partner violence and highlight some stereotypes, challenges,
or barriers to helping victims of violence. Her presentation will
end with some brainstorming as to how we might mobilize as
a community to respond to and/or better serve families and
victims of intimate partner violence.

David Tamayo
President, Hispanic American Freethinkers

Those attending today will hear the real story of a typical
Latino immigrant who lived in poverty as a pre-teen and had
a greater probability to be in prison than to attend college.
Through a series of single-point-of-failure events — or thanks

Angeles Evans holds a Bachelor in Social Work (BSW)

to a random individual here and there — or because of one

from Morgan State University. She currently works as Com-

“lucky” or “unlucky” instance, today’s speaker recently found

munity Educator at TurnAround, Inc, an agency that serves

himself starting his PhD at Virginia Tech. This short story

sexual assault, domestic violence, and human trafficking vic-

starts with extreme religiosity but ends with a true secular
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sunday platform programs
skeptic who loves science. This story points to how each one

seminars to Hispanic high school students in Northern Vir-

of us, though we not even notice it, can make a significant and

ginia about critical thought, questioning of culture, and the

absolute difference in the life of someone. Tamayo will point

future for today’s youth.

to some things we can do today to create these a “lucky”
incidents for someone — especially for someone who belongs
to the largest minority group in the U.S. and for someone in
an ethnic group that is still openly discriminated in many parts
of the country. This story will show that we can all create our

September 29

“Restoring Ethics to
American Democracy”
Jennifer Bevan-Dangel

own futures, even when the odds are against us. Tamayo will

Executive Director, Common Cause Maryland

conclude by presenting a couple of mind-blowing statistical

“Politics appears to be the master art for it includes

numbers while enlightening you regarding the magnitude of

so many others and its purpose is the good of man.

this topic. This short presentation will empower you with a

While it is worthy to perfect one man, it is finer and

greater understanding of how secularism in the Latino pop-

more godlike to perfect a nation.” (Aristotle)

ulation is achievable, desirable, and imperative for the future
well being of our nation.

In our modern society, politics has become almost synonymous with a lack of ethics. Yet Aristotle spoke of pol-

David Tamayo is president and founder of Hispanic

itics as the highest calling and political engagement as a

American Freethinkers (HAFree). HAFree is the only national

requirement for a truly ethical life. Join us as we reflect on

Hispanic non-profit 501(c)3 organization in the U.S. that

two critical questions: Does living in a representative de-

promotes freethought, critical thinking skills, and secular-

mocracy create an ethical responsibility to engage in the

ism among our country’s many Latino communities. Tamayo

political sphere? Is there hope for a return of ethics in our

has a bachelor’s degree in computer science from George

current government?

Washington University and a master’s degree in management of information technology from University of Virginia
at Charlottesville. He is vice president of technology for an
engineering firm in Washington, DC. As a member of several secular organizations, Tamayo always encourages everyone, especially Hispanics, to join and be active in as many
groups as possible and to come out of the closet about lack
of supernatural belief. So far this year Tamayo has received
invitations to speak at many conferences including the Annual American Atheist Convention, the American Humanist
Association’s annual conference, the West Coast Secular
Student Alliance Convention, the North Texas Secular Annual Meeting, the PA Atheists Convention, and Skepticon
2014. In July of this year, he appeared on the Atheism TV

Jennifer Bevan-Dangel is executive director of Common
Cause Maryland, an organization founded in 1974 and regarded as “one of the state’s most effective watchdog groups
and…a strong force for reform at the state and local levels.”
As executive director, she is responsible for implementing the
organization’s policy campaigns and building the organization’s capacity. She holds a law degree from the University of
Maryland School of Law and an undergraduate degree from
Johns Hopkins University, and comes to Common Cause with
a strong background in advocacy at the state and local levels,
having worked for 1000 Friends of Maryland, Patuxent Riverkeeper, and Environment Maryland on a variety of land use
and clean water reforms.

show “Road to Reason,” (YouTube available), and this June
he was a guest on “Dogma Debate” (podcast available), and
he is one of the permanent hosts of HAFree’s own Spanish
podcast on Latino freethought. A founding board member
of Camp Quest Chesapeake in the Washington, DC area,
Tamayo has a long track record as a Freemason (you’ll have
to ask him if you want to know more). Two words that aptly

B a l t i m o r e B o o k Fe s t i v a l
Weekend of September 27–29
Please volunteer to help out at the BES table at the
Book Festival! Contact Ken Brenneman or Paul Furth,
co-chairs of the Public Relations Committee.

describe Tamayo are “secular educator” as he often gives
ask@bmorethical.org • Look for us on Facebook, Twitter, and MeetUp.com @bmorethical
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film
I r o n w ee d

club

Wednesday, September 25,
6:30 p.m. Potluck Dinner
7:30 p.m. Screening
Meet Baltimore Compassion
& Choices (C&C) activists at
a potluck dinner and then join
us for a screening of the PBS
documentary The Suicide Plan
co-sponsored with C&C.
The Suicide Plan goes behind
the curtain of secrecy imposed
by criminal sanctions to explore
the aid-in-dying movement in a
full-length Frontline documentary about one family’s end-oflife choice. It provides insight
through firsthand accounts
by family members as well as
interviews with doctors, ethicists, and movement activists, including Compassion &
Choices president Barbara
Coombs Lee. (83 minutes.)
The screening will be followed
by a discussion about issues
raised in the film and the legislative outlook for the state of
Maryland. If you’re joining us
for dinner, please tell us you’re
coming and what dish you’d
like to bring @ http://ur1.ca/
f0kmu.
Ask Emil about free membership in the film club (volcheck@
acm.org or 410-929-3399).
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B a k i n g N i g h t a t M o v e a b l e Fe a s t
Thursday, September 12, 5:45–8:00 p.m.
Join BES members and others for this enjoyable outing at a great organization—check out their website at http://mfeast.org. Let Lisa Alderson know you
are coming (lialderson@gmail.com) and show up at Moveable Feast, 901 N.
Milton Ave., Baltimore, MD, at 5:45 p.m. Park in front of building and enter
through the door closest to Ashland Street. Let Lisa know if you’d like to carpool, and she’ll try to match you up with another BES participant.

Reflections – 2013 AEU Assembly
(continued from page 1)
other. Later that night the fifty people
attending the sing-along proved Ethical Culturists also know how to have
a good time!
The two days of workshops—led
by dynamic facilitators from inside
and outside of the movement—were
stimulating. They shared a nice variety
of practical hints for growing Ethical
Societies and an array of projects for
revisioning our nation’s approach to
incarceration. Assembly organizers
hoped that—by following up on the
2012 Assembly’s criminal justice reform focus—2013’s experts would
help us create ongoing initiatives appropriate to our local Ethical Societies. This work must continue for, as
Michelle Alexander teaches, systemic
injustice has a way of morphing into
new, insidious forms.
While we hope to continue working on the justice reform issue, 2014’s
May 1–5 Assembly in Chicago will
introduce another important issue:
returning democracy to the people!
From the growth of PACs to the Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision, government increasingly appears
a tool for the financial elite to maintain economic power. Ethical Culturists need to find constructive ways to

support government of the people, by
the people, and for the people.
A most important part of AEU Assemblies, I think, are the human relationships built. At our NLC meeting,
Bart Worden shared one important observation he gleaned from his first year
as AEU Executive Director. Based on
visits to 18 societies, he noted the difficulty for those struggling to advance
Ethical Culture locally to also reach
out to fellow humanists around the
country. Locally there is always too
much to do and too little time: it’s hard
to see beyond the trees to the forest.
After this Assembly, the seventh
I’ve attended, I’m reinvigorated by
the energy of our Ethical Culture
“forest”—by the diversity of Ethical
Culturists countrywide. I’m struck by
the similarity of problems we wrestle
with, the variety of the approaches
we apply, and the mutual support
we draw from sharing our problems
and solutions. I’ve no doubt that the
future of our movement depends on
nurturing rewarding personal relationships with others countrywide. As Bart
works to provide Ethical Culture with
the national voice we all desire, the
membership at large must create a network that pumps life into that voice.
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Ne w s & E v e n t s o f N o t e

Ironweed Film Club

Ignite Baltimore!

Compassion & Choices (C&C),
the group co-hosting our Ironweed
Film Club’s September offering, is a
nonprofit organization in the United
States working to improve patients’
rights and choices at the end of life.
Its primary though not sole function
is advocacy for and ensuring access
to end-of-life options. You can learn
more about C&C at http://compassionandchoices.org.
The next screening on October 23
will be Triple Divide, a documentary
on the threats of hydrofracking. This
event will be co-sponsored with the
Chesapeake Climate Action Network
(CCAN).
The BES Ironweed Film Club meets
every 4th Wednesday.

On Thursday, September 26, at
6:00 pm in the MICA Brown Center,
another thought-provoking Ignite
Baltimore takes place. At Ignite Baltimore, 16 diverse artists, technologists,
thinkers, and personalities will take on
the challenge of making a 5-minute,
20-slide presentation. About a dozen
BES members and friends joined our
coalition friends “Drinking Skeptically
Baltimore” to attend Ignite Baltimore
in Fall 2012 and Spring 2013. We had
a great time, so we’re doing this again!
Admission is $5. Purchase tickets and
see videos of previous talks at http://
ignitebaltimore.com. We will buy a
limited number of tickets in advance
for the group, but we encourage you
to get your own.

Report on the SCA Advocacy Day
(continued from page 2)
ever, I thought that they genuinely
listened, recognized our (qualified)
support for ENDA, and appreciated
our passion for equality and LGBTQ
rights.
The afternoon of advocacy and lobbying was preceded by a morning of
training offered by Kelly Damerow,
SCA Director of Federal and State
Government Affairs. The training was
practical and helpful. You can now get
similar training through their webinar
at http://secular.org. Lucas and I participated in the live offering of this webinar in August and would be happy to
answer questions about it.
The Advocacy Day was an experiment that succeeded. Our advocacy
was focused and articulate. Our attendance exceeded the expectations

of the SCA (and myself). I was disappointed that we had to turn away
a few people when we reached our
limit. The participants took up a collection that produced $425 in online
donations for the SCA. I hope that future Advocacy Days will draw on the
three “Chesapeake” ethical societies
(BES, NoVES, and WES) to provide a
core of participants, who will join
together with Humanists from the
Greater DC area. The level of energy I
see in the SCA and its volunteers raises
my hope for the prospects of the new
state-level organization, the Secular
Coalition for Maryland. If you’re interested in learning more about the SCA
or getting training, please contact me,
Hugh, or any member who participated in the Advocacy Day!

ask@bmorethical.org • Look for us on Facebook, Twitter, and MeetUp.com @bmorethical

Frisky’s Fundraiser
Last year, our Sunday school children raised money for support of
Frisky’s Wildlife and Primate Sanctuary
in Woodstock. This summer teacher
Linda Joy Burke and student Camille
Henley (happily pictured with the collection container) brought the money
to the sanctuary. To learn more about
this venture and to see additional photos, visit the Sunday School link under
“Programs and Activities” on our website bmorethical.org.

B E S E AT E RY
SOCIAL ( B . E . S . )
Sunday, Sept. 8, 1:00 p.m.
An invite for members and
friends to lunch together! Following post-platform snacks
we’ll decide which restaurant
to visit. For September, at least,
this event will be held the second, rather than the first, Sunday. Wear your BES shirts or
other items to help promote our
organization! If you have questions or suggestions about this
gathering, contact Adam Garst
at synxr0nic@ yahoo.com.
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newsletter
Please do not delay!
time value

E t h i c a l A c t i o n M ee t i n g
Sunday, September 15, 9:15–10:15 a.m.
Come help plan the Ethical Action
strategy for the Baltimore Ethical Society!

meditation
Mindfulness

Sunday, September 8, 9:30 a.m.

Ne w c o me r s M ee t i n g
Sunday, September 29, 12:30 p.m.
New to the Society and interested in learning more?
Attended a meeting or two? Thinking about joining?
Come to the Newcomers Meeting, held following the
last platform of every month, and learn more about
Ethical Culture and about our Society—its history, its
philosophy, and its organization. Meetings last about
one hour and attendance is recommended before becoming a member. See Emil Volcheck or Judy Katz for
more information.

Mindfulness is a tool we can use in our daily lives to act
in a more ethical way. We practice mindfulness meditation so that it comes naturally in stressful times. Join us
as we sit (on chairs) and breathe (just the way it comes
naturally) and listen to the words of Thich Nhat Hanh,
one of the world’s best-known teachers of mindfulness.

bmorethical
Visit bmorethical.org and look for us on
Facebook, Twitter, and MeetUp.com @bmorethical

Welcome to BESpeak, the newsletter of the Baltimore Ethical Society. Donations from readers like you help us keep it in production. Send checks payable to Baltimore Ethical Society to: BESpeak, 306 W. Franklin St., Ste. 102, Baltimore, MD 21201.
If you would like to subscribe to the online version of this newsletter, sign up at bmorethical.org. Thank you.

